The fourth generation of siren controller from Sentry Siren is aptly named the G4. The product of decades of experience and countless hours of R&D, the Generation 4 is our flagship siren controller.

The true downside of traditional siren controllers was the inability to alter functions and programming after the unit was installed. Users were “stuck” with the original format and timing functions and were forced to either buy a new controller or pay for a factory reprogram if their radio system changed, in even the slightest way. Our goal was to produce one single controller that could fit into almost any existing or new siren system and work perfectly every time, even if the radio format changed. The result was the Generation 4 siren controller.

Ease of use was pinnacle when designing the timing functions of the G4. If the user doesn’t like the current on/off time the siren performs, a few simple button pushes will allow infinite adjustment. There is just no need to pay for a technician to make such simple adjustments. The G4 comes completely programmed from the factory, so when the user installs the controller, it’s ready to go. Ask your salesperson for details.

Simple, Easy, Effective, Every Time...

Programmability: No proprietary components or software are used in the operation of this unit. All timing functions can be programmed on site.

Compatibility: This controller will integrate seamlessly with most existing siren systems.

Flexibility: VHF, UHF, Low Band, 900 MHz, Narrow or Wide band, the G4 can use them all.

Auto-Test Functions
The GEN-4 can be ordered with an auto-test function which allows for automatic siren testing on a regular schedule.

DTMF and 2 Tone Sequential can be combined into the same unit. Does your Fire Department and EMA use different codes or frequencies? No problem. One G4 can receive it all.

Ready for the Future
All G4 controllers are reprogrammable; meaning if your community upgrades is radio system, you’re covered. Just send in the G4 and Sentry will reprogram the unit to match your new format, free of charge.